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The DARCS Control System

I design and program computer control systems that run gas turbines (jet engines) for power generation
and gas pipeline compression. Therefore my focus is on the instrumentation and sensors that might be
required for a safe stay on Mars. My proposal is that we design and use a standard micro-controller to
be used on all of the Mars based systems and experiments. These control systems talk to each other and
form a powerful and resilient control network. They also communicate constantly with the astronauts
(via augmented realty) to increase the crews productivity and to keep them safe.
I believe this design provides a significant step forward in control systems and has potential to be
applied across many industries, not just space exploration.
The idea behind the DARCS network is that by using the
same small components repeatedly in all of the mission
systems we remove a dependency on Earth for spare
parts and provide the Mars Pioneers with a powerful
mechanism for building new control systems as
required. This sounds straight forward enough but as I
started to flesh out the idea it expanded significantly in
capabilities and potential benefits. The network formed
by these small systems quickly becomes very powerful
and resilient to failure.
By tightly tying the DARCS development environment to the DARCS hardware on site we can manage
the limited number of hardware components available and prioritize the spare parts. This hardware tiein also allows us to use augmented reality to project relevant control system data straight on to the
visors of the crew members removing the need to transport heavy LCD screens to the planet.
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1.1 Defining the Problem
The initial problem as I saw it, was that if I was an engineer on the Mars base, tasked with maintaining
the existing systems and also building new experiments and devices for the crew members just from
what I had on hand – what would I wish for?
I’m assuming the base has 3-D printing capabilities as I know this is currently being tested on the ISS, so
the next logical step was a mini-control system1 to give the printed components autonomous function.
Being able to delegate simple tasks to a control-system frees up a human crew member.
I started by working on the idea of a distributed control system that would implement strong
redundancy and concurrent processing by using many low power control processors. As I worked on
minimizing the weight and size of the units I struck upon augmented reality as the lightest and most
convenient method of displaying data back to the crew members.
This system is tailored specifically for the Mars project based on the high cost and lead time (at least 500
days) of getting replacement parts, and the concept that communication with Earth might be severely
time delayed or even non-existent.
Another thing I took into consideration was that the Mars base might be unmanned for some time and
caretaker robots would have to maintain these systems.

1.2 The Distributed Control System
Typically large factories, engines etc. are controlled by one or two large control systems. This requires
significant amount of wiring (heavy and difficult to get on Mars), can make for quite complicated control
programs and can easily introduce single points of failure.
For a critical control system you would normally carry 2 spare parts for any installed component. This
assumes you can then replenish those spares within a timely fashion. With a re-supply delay of more
than 500 days for the Mars mission, this number of spare parts would have to be increased significantly
for every system on Mars base.
What I propose are light, compact Controller Bricks that are hardened for the Martian atmosphere, can
each carry out basic control functions and talk to each other via a wired network and radio. Because
these controller bricks can be used anywhere on the Mars base, there will be lots of them in use. If a
critical system develops a fault, then spare parts can be easily cannibalized from less vital systems or
experiments.
Even simple habitat systems such as microwaves, laundry, refrigeration units, light controls can each
have their own simple controller brick, instead of dedicated circuitry. They can be used to monitor
experiments, run science ovens and even drive the 3-D printer. This makes everything on the base far
more repairable and everything becomes upgradable. Basically every system that has a simple bit of
logic in it can be driven by the standard controller brick.
For one example: In order to keep water in a liquid state, pipes which are exposed to the Mars
atmosphere will require to be heat-traced. Typically this would be controlled by a very simple piece of
1

Computers dedicated to the operation and reading of physical devices such as valves and temperature probes.
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electronics, so a DARCS Controller Brick might appear to be overkill. But there are two important factors
here, unlike the heat trace circuit, the DARCS Controller Brick can report back to the central network on
the health status of the process, log data, raise alarms and, if the system develops a fault, a new
controller brick can be quickly taken from stores and reprogrammed.
Just as 3-D printing will be important for making the Mars base self-sufficient by producing physical
items, the DARCS Controller Bricks will compliment this by making the Mars base self-sufficient for
electronic circuitry.
Because of their programmability and wide range of sensors, spare DARCS Controller Bricks can be
assigned to schools and colleges to implement their own experiments on Mars. The results of these
experiments can be beamed directly back to the students on Earth for them to analyze.
The sensors and devices connected to the controller also have simple networking capabilities and can
communicate with the controller directly, identifying themselves and auto-configuring to match the
project. Thus we have eliminated the scaling issues normally associated with traditional 4-20mA I/O.
To program these controller bricks I am introducing a new programming language called Collective,
which is designed specifically for the Mars Mission. Rather than each individual controller having its own
separate program, Collective views the entire network of available controllers and sensors as a finite set
of resources which can be assigned to programs. This strict control of assets imposes restrictions on
designs, because unlike back on Earth, you cannot just buy a new component at the store. It also
eliminates the possibility of the wrong program being loaded into a control system, as each controller
has a defined list of sensors/devices that they should be connected to.
This strict linking of assets to individual copies of a program also allows us to auto-generate engineering
drawings. If a crew member re-configures a system, they don’t need to spend time documenting it, the
computer will automatically do that for them.
To increase the flexibility of the system, DARCS also encourages sharing of sensor data between control
systems, making the most use out of what limited sensor resources the crew have. A good example of
this is a site wide temperature reading which can be sent to all control systems.
The Collective programming language implements a standard alarm and logging function which can be
used on all systems. This saves system/experiment designers from having to invent their own and allows
them all to use the one standard alarm/data logger which again makes the best use of the limited
resources available on site. This sort of feature allows designers of experiments to concentrate on their
actual experiment and not get bogged down in the details of what hardware to use or how they are
going to record the data and get it back to Earth.
By standardizing on this control system for all on-site systems we not only massively reduce the amount
of spare parts that need to be shipped on the mission, but we also provide other system developers with
a head start on their designs as they no longer need to concentrate on environmentally hardening their
electronics or how their systems will communicate with the crew members and computers.
As I started to design ways for these mini-control systems to interact with each other it became obvious
that the design is not just restricted to simple systems. I mentioned earlier that I wrote control systems
for Gas Turbines. The latest one I wrote performs some one million floating point operations per second
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to do flow calculations through a Rolls-Royce RB211-DLE to shape the internal flame and ensure that it is
producing the minimum possible NOx emissions. I had to work hard to shoe-horn this program into
Allen-Bradley’s flagship ControlLogix processor. Looking at this new distributed control system, I could
implement a replacement for the RB211-DLE control system using only 5 to 7 of these mini-controllers2.

1.3 Augmented Reality
The critical part of this design is that all of these control systems are talking to each and to the Central
Computer, which is coordinating all of the systems on the base. Data always flows back to the Central
Computer3, where it is logged, sent back to Earth and also re-transmitted out to the other control
systems that need it.
When the astronauts are outside of the habitat module they are in a significantly more dangerous
environment and I wanted to do something that would reduce the time they had to spend in the
Martian atmosphere and reduce the risk of human errors (in what is invariably a very stressful situation).
At the same time I was working hard to reduce the weight of the control system and by far the heaviest
part was the LCD screens required to display the HMI (Human Machine Interface) data.
To this end I started investigating augmented reality. This is the technology (currently available) which
uses a computer camera to identify markers in the real world and superimpose computer graphics over
the top so as to provide a blend of real world and computer generated imagery.

If we mark every component of the control system with a unique identifying symbol (a 2-D barcode)
then by simply having the astronaut look at any piece of equipment we can overlay the current
operating parameters onto the astronaut’s visor. To clarify, the camera simply identifies which piece of
equipment the crew member is looking at, it then sends this information to the Central Computer which
sends back the live parameters from the equipment that is then displayed to the astronaut.
This could be amalgamated with other data such as the locations of fellow crew members, their oxygen
levels, heart rate etc. to provide a comprehensive mission display.
2
3

It would also have the advantage of much better redundancy.
Actually a redundant network of central computers
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Due to the time delay with Earth, it will not be feasible to have missions supported live from the ground
as they are with the ISS. With at least an 8 minute communication delay with Earth, the crew onsite and
in the orbiter will have to run the missions on their own. To this end we must make the planning and
execution of these missions as independent as possible.
The DARCS system would integrate with the on-site work orders which detail the steps the astronauts
need to take while on a mission. This could be made to work with any piece of equipment (not just
DARCS components). Printing a unique 2-D barcode on tools and plant machinery will allow the
augmented reality system to verify that these are the right components referenced by the work order.
This is a huge safety feature as it prevents astronauts accidently disabling the wrong system.
The mission controller back in the habitation module has the ability to update steps from the procedure
providing the astronaut with clear instructions.
For example a procedure might have the astronaut test the battery on a water filtration system. The
astronaut looks at the battery bank and the battery to be tested is highlighted in their visor. If the
battery is good, then the procedure advances and they go on to test another component, if it is bad,
then the procedure branches off and the battery is replaced. These decision tree procedures are
displayed to the mission controller, and as she gets updates from the astronaut performing the tasks she
can move down through the decision tree which automatically displays the next chosen procedure step
in the astronaut’s visor. The astronauts on screen augmented reality swaps focus to identify which item
to work on next.
As systems are repaired both the astronaut and mission controller will be able to see the results appear
in front of them in real-time as data starts to flow.
Although the initial design was to produce this augmented
reality in the space suit visor, its usefulness is so significant that
it would be carried on in the habitat module using eyewear
technology similar to Microsoft’s HoloLens.
The HoloLens (shown to the right) is due to be released
commercially later in 2015.
The advantages of this live view of all of the onsite systems are that it greatly improves the astronaut’s
efficiency and reduces the risk of mistakes. By looking at a junction box the astronaut can see what
voltages flow through it, and whether they are currently energized. Before they open a hatch, they can
see if the hatch is pressurized or if it is meant to be left closed as part of another experiment. If a
component has been marked as faulted, when they look at the component on the bench they will see
the faulted icon hovering over it. This prevents them from accidently using that failed component in a
repair or new system.
Because the HoloLens is locking on to 2-D barcodes and getting the data fed live from the Central
Computer, if a crew member is working on an experiment and wants to keep an eye on the live data,
they need only print out a copy of the 2-D barcode on the DARCS Controller Brick and stick it to the wall
of the habitat module. The HoloLens doesn’t care if the barcode it sees is actually outside on the
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equipment or inside the habitat module. Whenever the crew member looks at that section of the wall it
will be overlaid with all of the experiment parameters.

1.4 How much of this is feasible?
Everything described in this proposal is achievable using off the shelf hardware today. As part of my
research I started using Qualcomm’s Vuforia SDK and programmed an augmented reality prototype in a
couple of days. This prototype works on my $200 Android tablet, but is also compatible with Microsoft’s
HoloLens when it comes out (later this year). I have purchased a number of Raspberry Pi credit card
sized computers and started building the networking component. So far there is nothing in here which is
not fully achievable.
Of course there will have to be some research done on the environmental hardening of the
components, cooling of the processors and adapting the HoloLens technology to work with the space
suit visor. The design itself will also evolve as we get more people on board with fresh ideas as to how
we can utilize this technology, but this design is definitely a good starting point.
In fact, looking at the design I am seriously considering developing it for commercial use as well. There
are many circumstances in control systems engineering where the capabilities described by this system
would prove to be invaluable (such as ensuring faulted components are not put back into service and
warning employees about energized circuits).
The following sections cover the concepts raised here in more depth and talk about the challenges that
might be raised and how to overcome them.
Thank you for the opportunity to present this proposal and for taking the time to read it. Nothing in this
proposal is beyond the technology currently available on the market today. It would take about one year
for me to have most of this proposal up and running as a prototype, including the prototype DARCS
Controller Bricks, the Collective Programming Language and the Augmented/Virtual Reality interfaces.
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2

The DARCS Hardware

2.1 DARCS Microprocessor
The core of the system has only two connectors on it, a plug to connect it to a suitable power supply and
a socket to connect it to other devices or sensors. These form the central node of each control system
and communicate through the power/sensors connections, radio, Wi-Fi or Ethernet.

2.2 DARCS Battery
The small rechargeable battery has the same physical dimensions as the microprocessor. It has a plug to
connect it to a charging source, and a socket for devices to be plugged in to it. It is capable of talking to
devices upstream and downstream of it, providing data on current battery level and charge/discharge
rate.

2.3 DARCS Controller Brick
This 25cm x 25cm x 4cm case is designed to protect the components inside from the Martian
atmosphere. It has two equal sized slots, each of which can accommodate a Microprocessor or a
Battery. External sockets for sensors are connected to the Microprocessor inside the Brick.
Standard patterns of screw holes on the outside of the brick are used to mount sensors, stands and/or
Solar Panels.

2.4 Solar Panels (optional)
Some experiments or sensors may be a significant distance away from the Mars Base, so an optional
Solar Panel can be attached to the top of each DARCS Controller Brick.
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2.5 Sensors (optional)
A wide variety of smart sensors are available. To reduce the opportunity for errors, sensors are selfconfiguring and transmit their values via a network connection. This means all sensors have the same
connector plug and cannot be miswired or misconfigured.

2.6 Connector Cables (optional)
Power, sensors and networking share the same plug to simplify wiring. This allows all of the devices to
receive power and communicate at the same time. The connector cables are used to extend the
distance of these devices or to split one socket into multiple sockets.

2.7 Power Supply Bridge (optional)
This specialist component is used for linking power supplies (to implement a redundant power source
for a system). The two power supplies talk to each other via the network and the Power Supply Bridge
decides which one is going to supply power to the control system.
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3

Example Mini-Control System - Sandstorm detection

The best way to get a hang of how a DARCS control system functions is to look at an actual example of
how we might use it. The following example of a Sandstorm Detector describes how these control
system components might be combined to make one of the systems on the Mars Base, which in turn
becomes part of the larger Mars Base control network.
Following the Mars Rover Missions it appears that sand storms on the surface of Mars can wreak havoc
with solar panels and mechanical systems. We are going to suggest how a DARCS Controller Brick could
be used for detecting approaching sand storms and transmitting a warning to all of the other DARCS
systems on the base. This warning allows the other systems to go into a “sandstorm” safe state (such as
hide solar panels, close intake/exhaust vents or basically just hunker-down).
This allows Mars Pioneers maximum time to get back in to the habitation modules (or vehicles) without
requiring them to manually storm proof the various components on the base. Additionally, if the base
has to be left unmanned for a period of time, the Mars base can continue to operate autonomously –
hunkering down when a sandstorm comes along and opening up when it settles.

3.1 Sandstorm Detector Module
As with all components for this mission, the major factors will be compact shipping size, minimum
weight and reparability.
Our proposed module has no moving parts (as it will be expected to operate in the sandstorm). These
modules once erected will form small cubes about 25cm per side. These cubes are placed at pre-defined
points spreading out from the central
habitat modules.
2 km Out
The proposed distribution of 16 detectors
is shown to the right.
The highest wind speed recorded by the
Viking probes was 30 meters/second, with
an average of 10 meters/second. Wind
does not suddenly start up out of
nowhere, so we can assume that the wind
speed builds from 10 meters/second
before reaching its peak, therefore having
detectors 2 km out from the base camp
would provide our pioneers (and their
systems) at least 200 seconds of warning
(3 minutes).
The secondary detectors at the 1 km mark
are a backup incase the wind has
approached from an acute angle
bypassing the outer markers.

1 km Out

Base Camp

Suggested layout of detectors
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3.2 Detector design
The sandstorm detector is designed to take up as little space and weight as possible when it is being
shipped out to Mars. Therefore they have been designed to be flat packed. One detector kit consists of a
stand (base plate and center pole), DARCS Controller Brick (with solar panel, battery and processor) and
interchangeable wind sensor (four small inflatable bags - inflated with Martian atmosphere upon
assembly). All of these components are made from lightweight material as we will use local rocks to
provide stability/weight once assembled.
These components are assembled as follows. Lift the DARCS Controller Brick and the bottom plate will
drop away on a hinge.
Once the hinge is vertical, locking pins will drop down inside the hinge (with gravity) and lock the stand
in place.
Inflate the four bags using Martian atmosphere and push local rocks over the base to stabilize it.

This movement is designed so that it can be performed easily by either a robot or a human wearing a
space suit.
Turning the unit upside down will cause the locking pins to drop back into their shipping position and
allow the unit to be flat packed again (possibly for storage while awaiting repair).
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The assembled unit will look like this:

The DARCS Controller Brick consists of a solar panel, a battery and a microprocessor unit with
transmitter/receiver. The sensor plate consists of four inflated bags (inflated with Martian atmosphere)
and four pressure sensors. The pressure sensors point into the inflatable bags.
With no wind the pressure in all four bags will remain constant. As wind picks up, the bags facing the
incoming wind will be pushed and the pressure inside them will increase. By measuring the amount of
pressure change we can calculate the force and angle of the wind acting on the unit. This information is
then transmitted back to the Central Computer via radio. By collating the data from the outlying
detectors the Central Computer can build a wind map of the surrounding area.
Because there are no moving parts, these units should be immune to the Martian dust getting into the
components and also more resilient to mechanical wear and tear/failure.
If one of the bags punctures, then it should be straightforward enough to repair it as they are not under
an extreme amount of pressure (it only needs to be above Mars atmospheric pressure – which is about
0.6 kilopascals as opposed to Earths 101 kilopascals).
The base and stand design can also be re-used in other projects to provide a platform for other systems.
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3.3 The DARCS Controller Brick
The DARCS Controller Brick consists of a solar panel, a battery and a microprocessor unit (with
transmitter and receiver). This is the general purpose DARCS controller used all around the Mars base.
The individual components (Solar Panel, Battery, Microprocessor and Ports) can all be removed and
replaced for easy repair. In an emergency, less important experiments and systems could be
cannibalized to replace critical systems.
Because the DARCS Controller Brick is a generic module for use in any system on the mission, the
outside of the case has a standard pattern of screw holes to allow the Mars Pioneers to attach a variety
of different sensors. The sandstorm sensor with the four inflatable bags will screw into these holes.

3.4 The Solar Panel and Battery
Although the specification for this challenge does say that 40kw of power is available from a local
reactor, I have opted for solar panels for these units because they will be 1 to 2 km from the habitat
modules. To connect them to the reactor would require transporting 16 km of wire which would be
extremely heavy.
The solar panel and battery do not have to be very large as the power requirements for this unit are
going to be kept to a minimum. The solar panel itself attaches to the top of the DARCS Controller Brick
with the processor and battery contained within the brick.

3.5 Repairing the Sandstorm Detector
Because our Mars Pioneers need to wear space suits when outside, carrying out repairs outside is going
to be slow and difficult. The idea behind having generic components is that the Pioneers can construct a
replacement detector using in stock components, register it with the Central Computer as the new
detector and swap the whole unit for the faulty one. The faulty detector can then be carried back to the
lab and tested/repaired. Any parts that are not defective can be returned to stores. This approach
minimizes the time the crew members have to spend outside, and in fact could be carried out by a
robot.
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4

Suggested Applications

I have used the sandstorm detector as an example to show the initial idea behind the DARCS Controller
Brick, but this is one of many uses. The DARCS Controller Brick is the ubiquitous little programmable
module that crew members can use for solving a myriad of small problems. It is low power, light, small,
can talk to other DARCS Controller Bricks (and the Central Computer) and is easily replaced if it breaks.
By having a large selection of the DARCS Controller Bricks and Sensors on site, they can be used either
for official NASA experiments, or can be assigned for school projects. Our Mars Pioneers are going to be
on the planet for very long periods of time. If there are spare DARCS Controller Bricks instead of leaving
them in reserves they can be allocated to school experiments. Schools could write in with experiments
that they have designed themselves using the standard hardware available to the crew. The students
would be responsible for programming the DARCS Controller Brick and even retrieving the test data
themselves (more on that later). For many aspiring engineers, the possibility of having their experiment
carried out on Mars would be very enticing.
But the DARCS Controller Bricks wouldn’t be limited to just School experiments. They could become the
active controllers in many other solutions, such as:














Greenhouse monitoring
Sandstorm detection
Surveying
Habitat Environment Monitoring
Radiation Monitoring
Gas Analysis
Seismic monitoring
Equipment Monitoring
Habitat Lighting Control and heating (to conserve power)
Airlock alarms
Patient Monitoring (Temperature, Heartrate)
Telescope/Satellite Dish/Solar Panel Tracking
Experiment monitoring/control

The point is that it is flexible enough that it massively extends the Mars Pioneers capabilities. If you
aren’t already convinced of the usefulness of this system consider the following scenario.
A complex piece of equipment fails and the crew members need to trouble shoot which individual
component has failed. The experts back on earth have the crew members construct an interface that the
cards from the failed equipment can be plugged into. They then write a program on a DARCS Controller
Brick to run through I/O tests on each of the cards to identify which one has failed. Once they have done
this, they program another DARCS Controller Brick to simulate the failed chips and use it to get the
system back up and running. This sort of flexibility could spell the difference between salvaging a long
term experiment and having to abort it.
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5

Crowd Programming

Because this one microprocessor module is going to be ubiquitous throughout the Mars base, a
commercial version could be sold back on Earth for students, experimenters, scientists etc. This kit
(including processor and a selection of sensors) would be billed as being exactly the same as the
hardware available to the Mars Pioneers. The point is that if the Mars Base encounters a problem NASA
could cast the request out to all of their supporters back on Earth to come up with a solution.
As an example: A new comet is spotted, by observing it from Earth and Mars a 3-D image of the comet
and its tail can be constructed for the first time. To do this the Mar Pioneers need a system for driving a
telescope mount to track the new comet. Classes of students get directly involved in designing and
programming a solution. NASA transmits the winning program and design to the Mars Base, which then
constructs it using a 3-D printer and a DARCS Controller Brick.
This is an exciting prospect on many levels. For one, it teaches students the importance of code design,
resilience and error checking. It actively gets people involved in the space program – how cool would it
be for a student to have his design actually being used in space (Ok – Mars – but you get where I’m
going with it). Because the hardware is identical (apart from the obvious environmental hardening) to
the components used on Mars, the pupils do not need to concern themselves with the hardware
components and can concentrate on writing the software and designing the mount.
Code can be reviewed and critiqued to ensure that it is of a suitable standard for deployment to space.
Students who don’t win can look at the winning design/program and learn where they can improve.
If their solution doesn’t work straight away, they can learn from their mistakes and modify the design,
without needing to send any new hardware up into space.
A p.c. adapter board that links the p.c. to the sensor network should also be created. Once wired up, the
p.c. can fake any of the transmitter signals and allow students to test their designs under a number of
conditions.
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6

Managing the on-site DARCS hardware

The Central Computer also maintains the development environment for the DARCS Controller Bricks,
including the asset database which records which components are used where, and which are
scheduled/reserved for upcoming projects.

6.1 Tracking components
Requiring the programmer to specify the serial numbers of the components to be used on a project may
seem overly draconian, and indeed on an Earth based system would be hard to justify. However with the
strict limit on hardware availability we need to implement just this sort of system. There is no point in
writing a program if the hardware is not going to be available for it.
Because every component in a DARCS control system talks to the other components, a microprocessor
can quickly verify that it has been plugged into the correct control system. If any of the I/O is not as
expected it will flag this back to the Central Computer and wait for instructions. If the incorrect program
has been loaded, then the operator can download the correct program directly from the Central
Computer.
Maintaining this database is key to the flexibility of the entire system. If a DARCS microprocessor fails,
the crew member (or ground control) will assign a new microprocessor to replace it (either from spares
or from another system). Once this replacement microprocessor is plugged into the failed system, it will
identify that it has the correct hardware and the Central Computer will automatically download the
matching program to it via the radio or Wi-Fi link. This not only makes it very straightforward to replace
faulty parts but always ensures that the right program is always loaded for any control system. It is
simply impossible to load the wrong program.

6.2 Hardware Drawings
With the knowledge of how the hardware is to be used for any given control system, the Central
Computer can quickly auto-generate the design drawings for any of the systems. This is especially useful
if a faulty component is changed out. As the replacement component is registered in the system the
drawings for that systems will automatically be updated.
Traditionally a hardware drawing will be split into logical sheets, for example maybe one I/O block per
page. The problem with this is that sometimes the channels you are interested in are on different pages.
Therefore I suggest that using the auto-drawing generation software we give the crew members (or any
engineers back on Earth) the ability to select which I/O points they want to see, and a new drawing
specifically showing those points will be automatically generated for them to view.
To take it one step further, the same system has access to the source code for that system. Rather than
stopping the drawing at the point where the I/O block enters the controller, we could include the logic
within the program as part of the drawing. For example if three different DARCS controllers measure the
ambient temperature outside and then averaged the result, we might call up the drawing that drives
value Global.OutsideTemperature. This drawing would include hardware from three different control
systems on the same sheet and also populate the drawing with the current live values so that the
engineer can see the faulty value.
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Function:
CC.CalculateAvgOutsideTemp
Base.MonitorGas

Thermocouple
Sensor TT4091

Microprocessor
MX0866

Voting Block
Average all inputs
Base.MonitorGas.OutsideTemp
Value: -57⁰C

Plug PT4091
Value: -57⁰C
Ag.MonitorGreenHouse

Thermocouple
Sensor TT6119

Microprocessor
MY0281

Ag.MonitorGreenHouse.OutsideTemp
Value: -56.8⁰C

Global.OutsideTemperature
Value: -27.2⁰C

Plug PT6119
Value: -56.8⁰C
Ag.MonitorWater

Thermocouple
Sensor TT0114

Microprocessor
MU1002

Ag.MonitorWater.OutsideTemp
Value: +32.1⁰C

Plug PT0114
Value: +32.1⁰C

Obviously the logic above would be a terrible way to calculate the average ambient temperature but I
have just used it to illustrate the point. By creating an ad-hoc drawing of the hardware and the software
and having the live values superimposed onto the drawing it is very easy to see where the fault is
occurring.
I imagine all of this is currently handled by NASA mission control (for the ISS), however the Mars base is
going to have to be a lot more autonomous due to the time delay. Having an automated system for
things like documentation removes much of the mundane work from the crewmembers and frees them
up to do more useful research.
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7

Interacting with the DARCS Controller Bricks

7.1 Displaying Data in the Habitat Modules
When crew members are inside the habitat modules they can use DARCS Controller Bricks for a number
of different applications. They can be used to monitor experiments, turn the internal lights on/off,
regulate heating or even monitor sick patients.
Any of the Central Computer screens can be used to program or monitor any of the DARCS Controller
Bricks, displaying the results on a local screen, but for reasons of weight, we may want to limit the
number of screens in the base. As mentioned earlier, simply pasting print outs of the 2-D bar code for a
DARCS Controller Brick will give the HoloLens the visual trigger it needs to display the system variables in
that section of the wall.
Alternatively, we might be able to provide a more natural method of displaying the data on to the crew
members HoloLens. Voice commands may work well. “Show me the data for all of the greenhouses”
These sorts of capabilities will be very useful, because of the transmission delay between Mars and
Earth. There will be fewer real-time tasks that Mission Control (on Earth) will be able to assist with –
such as real time monitoring of crew member vitals. If a DARCS processor is monitoring a sick
crewmember’s temperature and pulse, the other crew members are free to go about their other tasks,
while keeping one eye on how the patient is doing.

7.2 On-site Local Displays
The modular design of the DARCS Controller Bricks and our drive to reduce spare parts inventory means
that a useful option would be a small LCD touch screen interface that can be screwed to the module.
This would allow a mini-custom HMI to interface with the current program. For example: If we use one
of these to control the crew’s microwave oven, then the small local display would mimic the timer and
front buttons of a microwave. If needed these parts can be removed and used in more critical systems.
These screens would not be environmentally hardened for the Mars atmosphere and would only be
used inside the habitat buildings.

00:45

0

1

2

3

4

START

5

6

7

8

9

STOP

7.3 Displaying Data into the Space Suits
When the crew member goes out on site, the augmented reality data will be projected on to the inside
of the space suit helmet. This would allow mission information to be overlaid on each crewmembers
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visor, including the direction, distance, pulse rate, temperature and remaining oxygen of any other crew
members outside4.
By using a helmet mounted camera, the HoloLens can identify which DARCS Controller Brick the crew
member is looking at currently and use augmented reality to superimpose all of the relevant data as if it
was hanging in the air above the DARCS Controller Brick.
This might identify if this is the unit they are meant to be working on, whether it has any alarms etc. This
would work for any DARCS Controller Brick, so if a crew member approaches a greenhouse, the current
temperature, humidity, pressure and gas composition would hang in the air over the DARCS Controller
Brick that was monitoring it.
To take this a step further, each connector will also have a unique 2d barcode on it. This will allow the
HoloLens to lock onto it and display clearly which connector it is, and which socket it needs to be
plugged into.
So if a crew member takes a replacement brick out to a greenhouse with a faulty DARCS Controller Brick,
they can disconnect all of the connectors from the faulted brick, and put the replacement DARCS
Controller Brick into place. When they look down at any connector plug in their hand, because the
camera has identified the connector and the DARCS Controller Brick the person is looking at, it can use
the Hardware Definition in the DARCS Controller Brick program to show which socket the connector
should be plugged into.
All of this is designed to reduce errors when crew members are outside in a hostile environment.
Because the Central Computer knows which DARCS Component is directly in view of the crew member
(closest to the center of the camera view) we could provide an interactive display, either voice activated
or via simple keypad on the space suit.
For example: If the crew member is
looking at the water filtration system,
the main augmented reality display
might be the system overview (shown
to the right), but in addition to this live
data, the crew member has the option
of viewing graphs from the past week,
look at previous alarms or get the
system to show a self-diagnostics page.
To call up these options they press the
appropriate button on their keypad or
speak the required option into their
microphone – which will transmit the
selection back to the Central Computer.

4

As an aside, if you know the relative direction of the other crew members while outside, you could use stereo
speakers in the helmet to simulate the direction of their voice when they transmit. This would make judging their
position much more intuitive.
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7.4 Off-site Interaction with the DARCS Controller Bricks
This is where it really starts to get fun.
It is not unreasonable to assume that we have surveyed the settlement site (using robots) and have a
detailed photographic 3-D map of the area. We also know the exact dimensions and locations of all of
the buildings and the DARCS Controller Bricks.
The data from site, from all of the DARCS Controller Bricks, and the minute by minute locations of the
crew members are transmitted back to Earth non-stop (using Mars orbit satellites when the Mars Base is
facing away from the Earth).
All of this telemetry is obviously invaluable to ground control, however it would not take much to load
the survey data into a game engine (such as Unreal or Unity) to build a virtual reality model of the Mars
Base. The live stream of data could then be combined with computer generated avatars to show the
Mars Pioneers moving around. This feed would obviously be delayed by somewhere between 4 and 24
minutes, but imagine the thrill of allowing children and adults to put on a consumer available virtual
reality headset (such as the Oculus Rift or Samsung Gear VR) and wander through the settlement.
Because we can calculate Mars position and rotation based on the time the signal was sent, the program
can easily simulate the sun in the sky (with shadows) or at night, the stars that would be visible. That in
itself is a stunning thought, allowing millions to stand on the surface of an alien planet and look up at
the stunning night vista.
But most of this could be done today without a live feed – to really drag pupils into the excitement of
the adventure, as they “walk” around the base, much like the Mars Pioneers who are onsite, they will
see superimposed images of the crew members’ heartrate, oxygen etc. (all streaming “live” from the
real crew members on the planet). Part of the simulation would be to mimic the inside of the users
space suit helmet, giving them the impression that they too are within a space suit. The voice messages
between the crew will be played into their headset as if they are on the same mission.
As they approach a DARCS Controller Brick, all of its parameters, including any faults etc. pop into the air
in front of them. Unlike the Pioneers, the students on Earth have the luxury of time, they can drill
further into the Connector Brick, calling up the results of the tests it is running or even displaying the
source code inside it.
Imagine getting schools directly involved with experiments on the planet, so much that they actually
have to enter the virtual world of the Mars Base and retrieve the experiment data themselves. Especially
if these are tests that they themselves have designed and programmed.
I know there is a trend in academia to not give test data out until the test organizer has had a chance to
publish, but I would argue that if we are to embrace this new way of thinking it is more important to
make all of this data downloadable to anyone interested as soon as the data is gathered. It gives
students the chance to dive straight into science and participate in real space experiments.
Such a stream would be the NASA version of a reality show. I know that doesn’t sound like your area,
and it isn’t, but your mission is to ignite a fire in the minds of budding scientists all over the world. In this
scenario, you have already partnered with Microsoft for their HoloLens technology and Google for their
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Oculus Rift technology. Why not leverage that partnership. Allow both companies to advertise that their
technology has been chosen for the Mars program, and in exchange the Mars Live Stream gets a
mention on TV adverts around the world. I think if I saw an advert portraying a virtual visit to Mars I’d
want to give it a try.

7.5 Final thought
We have all of these kids and adults wandering through the virtual Mars base, we know where they are
standing and what they are looking at. Maybe it would be useful to have a virtual reality headset up on
Mars for the crew members. They can put it on and in addition to seeing their crewmates outside, they
can also see the thousands of virtual reality avatars who are bustling around their home. It might help to
make them feel that they are not so alone after all.
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8

Appendix I - The DARCS Controller Brick

The DARCS Controller Brick is the environmentally hardened case that protects the Microprocessor and
Battery from the harsh Martian atmosphere, specifically managing the heating/cooling of the
components.
Extreme cold and hot temperatures adversely affect both battery power and microprocessors, so both
of these components need to be insulated from the Martian atmosphere.
Testing on Earth will be carried out to find an optimal design that facilitates heat management within
the brick. Some DARCS Controller Bricks will be sent on the supply ships, but it would be good if the
design was such that it could be printed on Mars using the 3-D printer.

8.1 DARCS Controller Bricks in the Habitat Module
DARCS controller bricks that are operating within the habitat module can contain normal Earth air at
standard Earth atmospheric pressure. This will probably be the default situation for all bricks as they will
be opened/closed/assembled within the habitat module.
With this situation, cooling the microprocessor might become a small concern. The lower gravity will
mean that relying on convection to remove the excess heat will not be as efficient as it is on Earth5.

8.2 DARCS Controller Bricks in the Martian Atmosphere
For DARCS controller bricks that operate outside in the Martian atmosphere we can use either a vacuum
or the standard Martian atmosphere to regulate the heating/cooling.
If we use a vacuum it is easier to control (less variables such as temperature fluctuations) and
surprisingly easy to implement. Every brick going from the habitat building to the outside must pass
through an airlock. The airlock cycle is: Remove Earth atmosphere until almost a total vacuum, then
flood the chamber with Martian atmosphere. If we fit a one way exhaust valve to the DARCS Controller
Brick, the first step will create a vacuum in the unit while it is in the airlock, which will remain as the one
way valve will prevent the Martian atmosphere from entering once the airlock opens.
Making them airtight does also allow us to save a bit of weight on transporting them to Mars in the first
place6.
A minor issue with the vacuum solution is that when the units come back into the habitation module,
the differential air pressure may make them difficult to open. This can be solved by fitting a manual
bleed screw to the brick which can be used to release the vacuum.
However the Martian atmosphere is very thin and therefore does not conduct much heat, so it may be
acceptable to just trap it inside the brick when the brick is sealed. These scenarios can all be researched
on Earth.

5

When hot air rises, what’s really happening is that cold air is falling (because it is denser and therefore heavier)
and pushing the lighter hot air out of the way. The reduced gravity of Mars will make the cold air fall slower.
6
If they are transported with a vacuum inside them then they will be lighter than if they contain air.
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9

Appendix II - The Microprocessor

The microprocessor unit consists of two processors, a number of ancillary controllers, two SD storage
cards (or similar technology), a radio transmitter and receiver.
The Main Processor is a single core chip capable of running at variable clock speeds depending on the
application. The Main Processor has access to all of the I/O and the radio transmitter. Additional logic
chips are used for smaller functions such as I/O management.
Radio Receiver
Watchdog Processor
32-bit 10MHZ

Watchdog Storage
64GB SD Card

Watchdog Volatile Memory

Smart I/O Controller and memory

Main Volatile Memory

Main Non-Volatile Memory
Main Processor
32-bit
10/100 MHZ

Main Storage 64GB SD Card
Communications Controller (Wi-Fi/Ethernet etc.)
Radio Transmitter
Controller and memory

Radio Transmitter

9.1 The Watchdog Processor
The secondary processor is a slow (and consequently low power) Watchdog Processor which is
connected to the radio receiver. The Watchdog Processor is always on and monitoring the radio
receiver. If it receives a command signal from the Central Computer it can power up the Main Processor
and instruct it which tasks to carry out (measure the pressure sensors in the case of our sandstorm
detectors and send the results back to the Central Computer via the radio transmitter). Once the task is
complete, the Main Processor will shut down to conserve power.
The Watchdog Processor also monitors the charge rate from the Solar Panels and the Battery
voltage/current to identify if the unit is running at a power deficit. This data is included in the Main
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Processors transmissions to the Central Computer. This gives the Central Computer the option of
querying the detector at longer intervals in order to preserve power.
Example: The Central Computer has been informed that Sandstorm Detector #5 is low on power. It
is night time and therefore all of the humans are inside the settlement and the agriculture modules
have all closed their vents to protect the plants from the night time cold. In this case sandstorm
detection is not as critical as it would be during the day, so instead of polling Sandstorm Detector
#5 every ten minutes, the Central Computer only polls the detector every 30 minutes (to conserve
its power). It also generates a work request for the crew to investigate Detector #5’s problem in the
morning.

9.2 The Main Processor
Cheap modern computing provides phenomenal processing speeds, and our first thought might be to
harness this. However when you look at applications like the Sandstorm Detector, the actual processing
requirements are minimal. i.e. “Use the pressure readings to calculate the force acting on the detector.”
It doesn’t really matter if this is done in 1µs or 10 seconds, either way the speed is still ample for our
purposes. If we were really worried about our power usage, the detector could just send the raw I/O
values back to the Central Computer and let it do the calculations.
However, for other systems we do want to provide a certain degree of autonomy, which implies slightly
better processing power (but still nothing extreme).
The proposed main processor is a 32-bit single-core processor with operating speeds switchable on a
program by program basis between 10MHZ and 100MHZ. This would allow us to select slower speeds to
conserver power usage. The speed is changed automatically7 by the watchdog processor when a new
program is loaded.
I know the selected speeds seem incredibly slow compared to the multi-core, multi gigahertz desktops
of today, but the point here is that we have to conserve power and heat more than we need speed. If
there are any truly processor intensive tasks that need to be done quickly, these can be offloaded onto
the Central Computer – which will be significantly more powerful.
There will also be no operating system, multi-tasking or display on the processors – all of which add
significant overheads to computers. If we assume 4 cycles per instruction, a processor running at 100
MHZ is producing 25 Million Instructions per Second (MIPS). This is a reasonable amount of raw
processing power.
When the Watchdog Processor powers up the Main Processor, the Main Processor will start executing
the program in memory location #0 onwards, until it has finished its task, at which point it will power
down.

7

In much the same way the old IBM desktop clones had 8 MHz normal and 16 MHz “turbo” buttons.
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9.3 Communications
Each Microprocessor has a number of methods of communication. This is to give the designer as wide a
variety of options to pick the method that suits their application. Because the Main Processor has a
configurable clock speed, each of the communications methods will need to be controlled by its own
logic chips (built into the one single microprocessor chip). All except the USB ports are powered down by
default to save energy but can be enabled by the running program as required.
The number of protocols may seem extravagant, but the way to look at these microprocessors is that
the cost of manufacturing is insignificant against the cost of getting each card out to Mars. This is the
opposite driving force from the normal commercial view (keep the costs down and carry spares). Also
adding these communications features doesn’t increase the weight of each unit significantly, so we may
as well provide as many options for the designers as possible. It may be that after we start operating the
systems on Mars we realize that one protocol is more suited to the conditions, or that another creates
unexpected issues. Having paid to ship the microprocessors out there it is nice to have the options of
changing them without shipping out more parts.
Below I have listed a table showing the ports on each chip, but note that the speeds are theoretical for
that protocol, in reality none of them will be able to read or write faster than memory. That shouldn’t
matter though as the data packets being passed will typically be quite small.
Connector

Number Description

Radio
Receiver

1

Radio
Transmitter

1

Smart
Socket/Plug
Wi-Fi

2

USB
Ethernet
Bus Header

4
4
1

2

The watchdog processor monitors the
single channel radio receiver that accepts
instructions from the Central Computer
The main processor controls the ten
channel radio transmitter that sends
messages back to the Central Computer
Local wired network for power supplies
and sensors.
Standard Earth Wi-Fi channels
USB-3 Sockets
Standard RJ-45 Ethernet sockets.
The microprocessors memory bus is
available for designers to add custom
hardware directly on to the
microprocessor.

Max Range Max Speed
In K baud
3 Km
115

3 Km

115

?

?

50m to
100m
5m
300m
0m

52,000
5,000,000
1,000,000
Bus Speed

Radio Receiver/Transmitter – The watchdog processor monitors the single channel radio receiver that
accepts instructions from the Central Computer. The main processor controls the ten channel radio
transmitter that sends messages back to the Central Computer. This is the primary method for
microprocessors to communicate with the Central Computer as it is used exclusively by these
components. It is disabled by default though because it draws more power than most of the other
protocols.
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Smart Socket/Plug – The plug/socket used to connect the power supply and the sensors also permits
communications with any devices linked to this wired network.
Wi-Fi – Each microprocessor has two Wi-Fi modules attached. This allows microprocessors to be
programmed to operate as range extenders for the base Wi-Fi or assigned to separate channels to
double the throughput. Although we have no restrictions on frequency use on Mars and could spread
the different Wi-Fi channels out to avoid signal noise, we have opted to leave it on the standard Earth
frequencies to simplify communication with station cameras, laptops etc. This allows the DARCS
Controller Bricks to be programmed as access points for the Mars base network.
USB – Each microprocessor has four USB-3 ports that crew members can use to expand the
microprocessors capabilities. These ports are powered on by default when the microprocessor is reset
to factory default. Inserting a USB key with a boot sector allows the microprocessor to be configured.
These ports also allow other protocols to be added such as USB network adapters. If the microprocessor
is connected to a screen (via the Bus Header) then these ports could be used for keyboard and mouse.
Ethernet – Each microprocessor has 4 Ethernet ports. This allows the microprocessor to be programmed
as a network switch to significantly reduce wiring. Coupled with Wi-Fi access this could be used link
locally wired networks to the rest of the Mars base network without needing to run long lengths of
cable. These ports are also useful if high-speed data logging is required as they can stream the data
straight to a host p.c.
Bus Header – The microprocessors memory bus is available for designers to add custom hardware
directly on to the microprocessor. This allows the original design to be greatly expanded without the
hardware becoming obsolete.

9.4 Sending a Program to a Microprocessor
Each microprocessor module has a unique id (written on the outside of the box and encoded into the
firmware). This allows the Central Computer to target messages for specific processors. It also simplifies
the inter-changeability of the processor modules by allowing the Central Computer to remotely activate
a new program in any specific microprocessor module.
For example: If the processor module in Sandstorm Detector #5 is replaced with processor module
#3456, then all the crew needs to do is inform the Central Computer of the change, which will send out
a command to processor #3456 telling it to run the program for “Sandstorm Detector”.
The Watchdog Processor always runs the same simple boot-strap/communications program regardless
of the application. Once the Central Computer has informed the microprocessor module what program
it should be running, the Watchdog Processor uploads that program into the Main Processor.
Programs can be loaded into Microprocessors remotely from the Central Computer via the radio link,
USB cable or Ethernet. The radio link option is important as prolonged sandstorms or high solar
radiation might restrict the time the crew members can spend outside. The more work that can be done
from the safety of the habitation modules, the better.
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It also makes it easy to repurpose the processors and use them for other things. For example, if we want
to add a temperature monitor to the Sandstorm detectors. The new sensor could be fitted and a new
program uploaded to each detector.

10 Appendix III - Power Sources
Each microprocessor requires a 24v dc power source. The design of the control system is such that
power sources can be mixed together and the system will automatically switch between sources in the
event of one of them failing.
The three major power sources are mains power (from the reactor), solar panels or a battery.
Typically the Solar Panels will not directly drive the microprocessor, but will be used to charge one or
more batteries. The batteries will then provide the 24volt dc8 supply to the microprocessor. It is possible
to daisy chain Solar Panels and Batteries together to provide more power.
Inside the habitat buildings, a 24vdc supply will be available as the standard power socket9. DARCS
Controller Bricks can utilize this power source as an alternative (or in addition) to the Solar
Panel/Battery combination.
Each microprocessor has a small capacitor in it which allows the power to be disconnected for 3 to 4
seconds without disrupting the program running. This allows the power source to be mechanically
switched over (in event of reactor trip for example) without worrying about the interruption of power to
processors which do not have battery units.

8

24v may seem a bit high for just a slow micro-processor, however it gives us the ability to use electronic relays to
switch that power directly to motors or to mechanically move flaps or valves.
9

This has the advantage that the wire used to route power around the Mars base can be much thinner than the
heavy gauge required for 110v or higher, thus greatly reducing the weight of the mission.
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11 Appendix IV – The Smart I/O Modules
Originally I was going to suggest a traditional mix of I/O ports (4-20mA Analog Ins/Out, Digitals etc.) for
the Main Processor, but breaking the problem down I came up with a much more dynamic solution that
makes better use of resources.

11.1 On-Board Sensors
Each microprocessor has a number of sensors built in to help extend the capabilities of the network.
Again we come down to fact that these sensors add very little weight and the increased cost of
manufacturing a more capable system is irrelevant compared to the cost of shipping it to Mars.







Vibration Sensor
CO2 monitor
Oxygen Monitor
On Chip temperature
External temperature
Gyroscope

These features allow us to reduce over-all project weight by amalgamating safety features such as a CO2
and Oxygen level monitoring into the other on site systems (such as the microwave or lighting control).
The external temperature can be used to provide a thermal map of the habitat module and pin point
any fires.
Although hopefully the chosen site is seismically stable, we have no real way of knowing that just yet.
The vibration sensors allow any tremors to be tracked and their impact upon equipment evaluated. In
addition, a DARCS Controller Brick could be attached to operating machinery and used to shut it down if
there is excessive vibration. While it’s not going to replace proper vibration monitoring equipment, it
does provide the Pioneers with another option if they need it.
The gyroscope will need to be significantly more sensitive than an Earth one due to the lower gravity,
but could be used to monitor the movement of robotic rovers, or even just detect if a sensor has been
blown over by the wind.

11.2 Smart Sensors
If we make all of our external sensors a little bit smart we can have them send their values via a two
wire network to the Main Processor. This means that instead of limiting the processor to having a set
number of analog inputs, the Main Processor simply has a network connection and we have a smart
cable that has four analog inputs. If we need eight analog inputs we simply attach another cable. A third
cable gives us twelve, and so forth. The chip in each cable converts these four analog signals to network
packets and sends them to the Main Processor.
Because we can split these network cables, each Main Processor could have an almost unlimited
amount of I/O. It does not cause a significant increase in weight and makes the whole system incredibly
configurable.
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11.3 Smart Sockets and Plugs
We know we are going to have to design connectors that can be used in the Martian atmosphere for
power and for I/O. To simplify this, we are going to use one type of connector that has two wires for
power (positive and negative 24vdc) and two wires for communications (with two wires we can easily
create a network).
This allows the power sockets in the Mars base to communicate (as well as the sensors). For example, if
you plug a microprocessor into a mains socket in the habitation unit, the network is carrying packets
from the reactor control computer noting current power output and usage. If this power suddenly drops
away due to a reactor trip and the base is switched to battery backup, none essential devices can switch
off automatically or switch over to their own Batteries or Solar Panels.
This sort of smart communication between all of the connected components means you can link
together any combination of Solar Panels, Batteries, Mains Supply and Microprocessors and it will just
work.

An example of the suggested plug and socket design is shown above. It has been designed so that both
parts can be brushed/blown free of sand and that they can be manipulated even with space suit gloves
on. A more detailed description of the plug/socket design is given in Appendix V.
The cable is semi rigid to prevent it from getting kinked or twisted. This also means that the cable can be
used to guide the plug into the socket even with space suit gloves on. As they approach each other,
weak magnets in both the plug and socket snap them together and ensure they are lined up correctly.
Depressing the black button in the middle will clamp the plug into place and also push the prongs of the
plug through the dust proof plastic membrane of the socket and make the connection. This also ensures
that at the time the prongs first approach the 24v dc power they are fully contained within the plugsocket case, thus eliminating the risk of a spark/ignition in an oxygen rich environment.
To remove a plug, depress the center button, this will retract the prongs and release the clamps. The
connector can now be removed by pulling on the plug, or if using space suit gloves, by tugging gently on
the wire.
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These plugs and sockets are used to connect all of the components of the DARCS Controller Brick system
together. The images below show two components being connected. The design here is such that even
without a DARCS Controller Brick to contain the components, the wiring will still be tidy and easy to
trouble shoot, even laid out on a workbench.

Each plug has a Network LED and a Power LED that show the status of the connection. This helps to
provide feedback to the user to ensure the connection has been made.
The 2-D bar codes are used in conjunction with augmented reality glasses (such as Microsoft’s HoloLens)
to verify the components are plugged into the right connections. We will discuss that in more depth
later.
The following example shows how we could use this standard plug-socket to create the mini network for
the Sandstorm detector.
Direction of 24 vdc power
power
Bi-directional communications
network

Plug

Plug

Socket

Battery

Socket

Microprocessor

Socket

Pressure
Sensor
Pressure
Sensor

Socket

Socket

Plug

Socket

Socket

Solar Panel

Pressure
Sensor
Pressure
Sensor

This can be expanded out to create massively more complex systems. The example below shows two
microprocessors sharing three batteries, which are charged from both a solar panel and the mains
supply.
This can be done because the Power Supply Bridge checks for power on both sides of the circuit and if
found will open the internal link to prevent conflicting power sources. If the solar panel fails to produce
enough power, then the mains supply will be used. If one of the batteries dies, then the internal link will
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close and the next battery in the chain will be used. With these simple devices we can create complex
redundant power systems without any programming or wiring.
Valve Driver Analog Out

Solar Panel

Microprocessor

Battery

Valve Open Limit Switch
Valve Closed Limit Switch

Battery

Power Supply Bridge

Light Sensor

Microprocessor

Battery

Pressure Sensor
Temperature Sensor

Power Supply Bridge
Extract Fan 1 On
Mains Supply

Temperature Sensor

Extract Fan 2 On

Note: The two microprocessors can also talk to each other because the network across the Power
Supply Bridge joins them together.
A variety of I/O cables are connected in the above diagram (and are drawing power from the
microprocessors). The blue represents analog outs, the grey are digital ins, the green are analog ins and
the purple are digital outs. Because we can split connectors we can keep expanding each systems
capabilities.
By using a network protocol to talk to sensors, data can also be gathered from more sophisticated
equipment such as Gas Chromatographs of Vibration Monitoring Units.

11.4 I/O Modules
A standard set of modules will be available for pioneers to attach to their microprocessor modules.
Some examples are:













Pressure Transmitter (Analog In)
Pressure Switch (Digital In)
Light Detector (Analog In)
Light Detector (Digital In)
Humidity (Analog In)
Micro-Switches (Digital In)
Spring return Valve (Analog Out)
Temperature Probes (Analog In)
Piston Actuator (Analog Out)
Vibration/Seismic (Analog In)
Radiation (Analog In)
Angle armature (Analog In)
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There are other components which are not technically I/O modules but devices driven by flowing
current through the digital relays to power them. Some examples of these are:





Low voltage heater bar
Drive open-close valve (Open/Close Boolean Output, Limit Switches Dry Boolean input)
Piston Actuator (Open/Close Boolean Output, Limit Switches Dry Boolean input)
Wheeled base (4 stepper motor wheel drive autonomous base which can hold up to four
microprocessor modules. Has its own solar panels and batteries. Can be used to implement
mobile experiments – such as sun tracking).

The idea here is that experiments and the systems on the mission can all be stripped down and
reconfigured. If we send people out to Mars, it is not going to be an option just to write the mission off if
a critical system fails. We need to be able to adapt and build complex systems quickly and safely.
Even when (hopefully) everything goes well we cannot afford to have instruments designed for one
experiment only. After an experiment is completed our pioneers should be able to strip it down and use
the spare components to start a new experiment. Probably one that no-body thought of before they left
Earth.

11.5 Radio Communication
Although we are unrestricted on Mars as to which radio frequencies we can use, we should reserve a
small band for these Microprocessor modules to communicate with each other. This will leave the rest
of the spectrum free for other uses (such as cameras). The radio communications should have a range of
at least 3 kilometers to allow for a large spread of experiments. All microprocessor communications will
be spread across eleven channels. An outgoing channel from the Central Computer (channel T1) and ten
separate incoming channel (channels R1 to R10) shared among the microprocessor modules. Most
communications will be instigated by the Central Computer – i.e. it will poll a specific microprocessor
module and wait up to 10 seconds for its response (the time delay is because it may have to power up).
Channel R1: “MU8755 wants to talk”
Channel T1: “MU8755 talk on channel R5”

Microprocessor
MU8755

Channel R5: “MU8755 sends Oxygen low alarm”

Central Computer Transmitter T1
and Receivers R1 to R10
If a microprocessor module needs to instigate communication with the Central Computer, then it will
send out a message on channel R1 (reserved for this process), asking the Central Computer to contact it.
If it does not receive any message back from the Central Computer it will try again at a random time
interval of 5 to 15 seconds (the randomness is to prevent two microprocessors modules transmitting at
the same time in step with each other – and corrupting the signal).
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The transmissions will be encrypted10/compressed with a checksum.
The Earth based commercial units may have to use different frequencies (given that legislation of free
wavelengths varies from country to country) and will probably have to be restricted to much lower
power transmitters (with a range of only a few tens of meters).
I did consider making each microprocessor module a repeater node, passing on information to the next
microprocessor etc. But decided that this would introduce a randomness to the power usage of the
repeater module and might unfairly ruin someone’s experiment just because another module couldn’t
reach the Central Computer. If range is an issue, a dedicated repeater node can be built out of a spare
microprocessor module.

10

Encryption may seem a strange choice for a remote site like Mars, however these units will be tested on Earth,
and the last thing we need is some hacker downloading a program onto a Controller Brick getting ready to be
shipped to Mars.
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12 Appendix V - The New Power/Network Connector
I do not know what the standard power source for the Mars base will be, but I will assume 24v dc unless
otherwise specified. Obviously some equipment will need a higher voltage/current.
Our new standard power/network connector will be used outside in the Martian atmosphere, so should
be resistant to dust ingress.
The lack of oxygen in the Martian atmosphere means we are not concerned with electrical sparks
outside of the habitation building, but if oxygen levels rise within the habitation building then there is
the potential for flash or fire. To avoid this the design of the power connectors is such that any potential
spark is contained within the connector.

12.1 The Connectors
Our microprocessor unit is normally installed inside the DARCS Controller Brick module (with solar panel
and battery). On the outside of this DARCS Controller Brick module there are connectors to allow the I/O
channels to be used.
All of this I/O needs to be able to be disconnected and reconnected, possibly outside of the habitation
buildings with thick thermal gloves on or with a robot. For this reason we need to standardize on a
connector that is immune to sand ingress (even when not connected), suitable for -60C (no metal), can
be easily connected/disconnected with gloves on (possibly using a special tool) and to learn our lesson
from USB connectors – has an obvious way around to be inserted.
To tackle these problems one by one:
To stick with convention usually the side of the connection that has power flowing out will be the socket
to prevent shorting a circuit out. For this reason all of the outputs on the microprocessor module are
sockets and all of the inputs from the sensors are plugs.
Weak magnets in both the socket and plug align the two as they approach and snap them together
lightly. This is designed to make manipulating the plugs easier when wearing thick thermal space suit
gloves.
Once in position, the lock button is pressed in to deploy the plug pins and lock the connector in place.
Pressing the lock pin a second time will retract the plugs pins and allow the plug to be removed.
The cable is semi-rigid to prevent it from becoming kinked, twisted or pinched. It is strong enough that it
can be used to guide the plug into position, and tugging gently on it will release the plug from the
magnets (if the locking button is not pressed).
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To make the connector immune to
sand ingress the socket holes are
covered with a protective plastic
membrane 11 which is pushed aside
when the plug is locked in place.
As a secondary layer of protection each
connector will also have a rubber cover
plate attached to it that should be
slipped over the port when not being
used.
The Collective programming language requires a hardware design (and parts list) to be constructed for
each system as well as a program. Because of this, the Central Server knows which components need to
be plugged into which to create the new system. By using the 2-D bar codes printed on each component
and augmented reality (such as Microsoft’s HoloLens) the crew member would have a view much like
the one below.

This will greatly speed up system assembly and go a long way to eliminating errors.

11

The plastic membrane should be sufficient to hold out the dust as although winds on Mars reach high speeds,
the low atmospheric pressure means they have very little mass and thus will not be able to blow the membrane
open.
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12.2 Network Data
Each plug has a low power network chip in it to make it a smart connector. Normally this will just be
taking the probe values (e.g. a thermocouple) and converting the millivolt signal into network packets.
However because we can chain connections together we can use this to amalgamate data packets and
make for fast efficient networks.
One way to think of the data in the sensor network is that it is always trying to get back to the Central
Computer. To do this the data is passed up the network towards the plug (i.e. where the 24v dc power is
coming from).

Thermocouple

Data from
thermocouple
PS1106

Microprocessor
MX6643

Central
Computer

Plug PS1106

Radio
Link

Radio
Link

Thermocouple

Plug PS3200

Data from thermocouple PS1109

Plug PS1109

Three Way
Splitter Cable

Plug PS1107
Thermocouple

Plug PS1108

In the above diagram you can see that the data packet from thermocouple PS1106, is sent up the cable
to the three way splitter cable (PS3200). Here this data packet is passed up to processor MX6643 (along
with the data packets from PS1107 and PS1108). The processor can use this data as it wants. At set
intervals, the Central Computer will ask MX6643 to amalgamate all of its sensor data together and send
it up as one packet of data.
This means that MX6643 sensor data can be read by any other system on the base.
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13 Appendix VI – Collective: The Programming Language for Mars
13.1 Existing Alternatives
In industry, Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) use languages such as Ladder-Logic and Structured
Text which loop eternally until powered off. Even with their very limited set of commands they can
perform very powerful tasks (such as controlling jet engines or power-stations).
I looked into adapting one of them for this project, but none where a perfect fit. The problem stems
from the fact that all of these languages are designed to be adaptable to any implementation from
simple irrigation control to reactor shutdown. When looking for a language I wanted something that was
readable (and debug-able) by a non-programmer12 and eliminated as many avenues as possible for
error.
I also wanted to implement the idea that each processor is part of this larger network of processors and
that the design of the programs and multiple I/O points embraced this. Unlike other control systems
where different programs exist in isolation, we would view the entire network as one system split into
lots of small programs running as separate processes, but all able to talk to each other.

13.2 Design Choices
To this end I have designed a very simple new programming language which is written specifically for
these NASA modules. I know, you are probably thinking does the world really need another
programming language? But this programming language is very specific to our requirements. It is
designed to run only on the microprocessor modules and nothing else. This control of the hardware
platform means we can ensure the speed of the microprocessor module is constant between the Mars
version and the Earth version, so a student’s experiment carried out on Earth will run at identical speeds
on Mars13.
It is also important that NASA retains definitive control over the language specification so that every
update is reviewed to ensure it is on target and vigorously tested for potential bugs. I am also aware
that there is a huge danger of feature creep. The old “wouldn’t it be nice if it had this feature”. Part of
the point of this language is to keep a very limited set of instructions so that it is easy to use, document
and understand for non-programmers.
It is essential that these microprocessors do not crash, therefore there is no operating system - the
program is converted directly into machine code and loaded into memory. The micro-processor is
deliberately single core because multi-threaded programming is fraught with pitfalls that are difficult to
find in testing. This means we end up with a very simple program that starts executing at memory
location 0, and carries on until it terminates – at which time the processor powers down. If mutlithreaded computing is needed, then multiple processors can be linked together.

12

Astronauts will have had rudimentary training in programming, but I am assuming it isn’t their first passion.
Most modern control system vendors offer significantly different processors within each of their product ranges
to cover varying requirements.
13
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This language will be text based (unlike Ladder Logic which is graphical) but can be implemented in a
drag and drop sort of fashion for younger students not comfortable typing in keywords.
The program is split into three parts.




Hardware Definition
Tunable Parameters
Program

13.3 Part 1 - Hardware Definition
Every DARCS system component (microprocessor, sensor, battery, solar array) has a unique identifying
serial number. The program will not run unless all of the correct hardware components are connected to
the processor via the mini-local network.
This may seem like an unnecessary complication, but it is done for very deliberate reasons. In industry I
have seen programs transferred from one control system to another (with marginally different
hardware) that resulted in damage to equipment. This is bad enough on an industrial site, but would be
much worse all the way out on Mars. For this reason, the hardware component serial numbers have to
be specified for each program. Because we have smart sensors that transmit their unique serial numbers
to the processor if the hardware does not match the software, the program will not run.
It also gives us the ability to tightly manage the limited hardware resources on site. If a programmer
assigns a probe to an experiment that is going to be required for the next two months the system can
verify that the probe has not already been assigned to another experiment which conflicts with the time
line.
Aside from the safety and resource management aspects, enforcing this sort of link between hardware
and software also enables us to automatically generate the hardware wiring diagrams for the project,
which in turn frees up precious time for the crew members.
You can still have multiple installations of the one program, but each must have it’s own hardware
definition. For the sandstorm detector, you would only have one copy of the sandstorm detector
program, however you would have 16 different hardware definitions (one for each detector). If you
accidently load the wrong program into a microprocessor it will ignore the new program and report an
error. This forces the programmer to clearly identify which mini control system they are programming
for.
If that program accidently gets loaded onto the microprocessor controlling a long term experiment, it’s
not going to start firing off random I/O and ruin the experiment. The existing program will continue to
run and an error message raised.
It also allows for some fairly clever dynamics. For example: A program might log the temperature from
probe YK445. The processor can be plugged into any mains socket in the Mars base. Because all of the
mains sockets are connected the YK455 probe can also be plugged into any mains socket anywhere on
the Mars base and the data will still find its way back to the processor.
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A second processor can be set to also read the data from YK455, without any conflict (because the data
is sent as network packets).
Outputs can also be driven by more than one DARCS microprocessor. This allows us to quickly build
redundant systems in case one microprocessor experiences a failure.
Example of Hardware Definition:
System Name: SandstormDetector7
Processor Id: KL116
Run Speed: 10MHZ
Probe
YK455

Port
1

Channel
Temperature
Pressure
Humidity

Variable
LabTemperature
LabPressure
LabHumidity

Is Critical
True
True
False

Update Time
100ms
100ms
1s

Also used by
EnvironmentChecker
None
None

The system name is unique among all of the DARCS Controller Bricks and is used to identify this system.
For example: The processor (KL116) might be changed on this system, however the system is still
SandstormDetector7.
The Central Computer will use the unique Processor Id to identify which processor to send the program
to. The Run Speed line defines what clock speed the main processor should run at for this application.
The next three lines defines a hardware probe for measuring environmental conditions. The probe has
three sensors attached to it (Temperature, Pressure and Humidity). They could be installed directly on to
the DARCS Controller Brick with the microprocessor in, or plugged into a larger network such as the
power grid.
The port defines which physical port on the DARCS Controller Brick this probe is plugged into. It doesn’t
make any difference to the program, however it is used during the assembly of the hardware to
document where each probe physically plugs into. This in turn will be used to construct the hardware
wiring diagrams.
The three variables (LabTemperature, LabPressure and LabHumidity) will define the variable names used
within the program to access the channels from the probe. If they are critical to the control system, then
the program will return all of the outputs to a known safe state if the probe fails.
To increase bandwidth on the network we can specify how frequently each probe should transmit its
data. For some slow reacting values such as ambient temperature, long scan times of over a second
might be applicable. For other system, such as monitoring the speed of a motor a much faster update
time of 10 milliseconds might be more applicable.
Because the development environment is integrated with the Central Computer, it can quickly identify
on the screen if any of the I/O points are currently being used by other systems. They is part of the idea
that although each processor runs its own program, they are all part of a single larger system. If you no
longer use an I/O probe, before you remove it from your design you can see if this will impact any other
programs.
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13.4 Part 2 -Tunable Parameters
When setting up a control system you often want to give the user some leeway over how the system
acts. For instance, if a cover flap for a vent is reacting too slowly, you might want to make it a bit more
aggressive.
Of course, this can be done within the code, but there is always the danger that the user will enter a
parameter that is out with a sensible range. Therefore, in the tunable parameters section of the code,
we show what variables the user can easily change from the Central Computer, without going into the
code.
Example of Tunable Parameters:
TemperatureLowAlarmLimit Default:-10C LowRange:-20C HighRange: 0C
This would allow the Mars Pioneer to change the value at which the temperature alarm is triggered. For
example: This might be useful if the default value of -10⁰C keeps triggering the alarm and the crew just
want to drop it a bit to -12⁰C. The programmer has restricted them to any value between -20⁰C and 0⁰C
so that the values are still within the allowable design constraints.

13.5 Part 3 - Program
After looking through a lot of control programs that I’ve written I have created the following high level
definition for the language. These would provide great flexibility, without overwhelming the
programmer with a myriad of choices.
We are only going to allow four different types of variables. This may seem restrictive but the issue of
memory space has all but vanished on modern processors, so in order to prevent the risk of variables
going out of range we have eliminated the 8-bit and 16-bit variants of Integers and Reals. The processor
itself is 32-bit which means it will manipulate 32 bit numbers in memory just as fast as it would 8 or 16
bit ones.
The syntax is based loosely around C and Basic, I guess a final decision can be made on the actual format
later, or the development environment could cater for both (it will purely be a semantic issue – both
syntax’s would produce identical compiled code).
Some features of modern languages such as dynamically sizeable arrays are deliberately omitted
because they can cause memory over-runs. Other common problem areas such as division by zero are
handled by each program having a safe mode function, which will revert all outputs to a known safe
mode if the program encounters an error.
Variables that are linked to I/O points retain the sensors units of measurement. That is, if a probe is
measuring temperature, then the programmer can reference that variable in either Kelvin or Celsius.
Variables can also be made globally visible to all other control systems on site. This allows us to re-use
sensors between multiple control systems, making the most of the limited amount of hardware
available on site and providing an easy way to implement I/O redundancy.
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13.6 Variable Types
Boolean (True or False)
String (variable length ASCII character string)
Integer (32 bit signed -2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647)
Real (32 bit 7 digit precision -3.4 x 1038 to 3.4 x 1038
Both Integer and Real types have flags for Infinity (after a division by zero), OutOfRange and NaN (Not a
Number, after asking for the square root of -1 for example)14.
Integer and Real variables must also have a unit type. This can be any of the following:
NoUnit, DegreesKelvin, DegreesC, Millimeters, Centimeters, Meters, Kilometers, Pascals, KiloPascals,
Grams, KiloGrams, MetricTonnes, DegreesAngle, Seconds, Minutes, Hours, Joules, KiloJoules, Newton,
KiloNewtons, Mole, Candela, MetresPerSecond, MetresPerSecondPerSecond15
All variables can also be defined as 1, 2 or 3 dimensional arrays. However these must be defined at the
start of the program and cannot be dynamically sized because the compiler will ensure the
microprocessor module has enough memory to allocate before starting the program.
Dynamic resizing would allow the situation where the processor could run out of memory space and
create unexpected results. Stacks and Lists are also not implemented for the same reasons. All of these
are acceptable risks on a terrestrial computer in order to make the programmer’s job easier. Our aim is
to create solid unbreakable programs.

13.7 Variable Scope
Local Variables
All variables in functions are only local to that function. They cannot be seen or changed by any program
outside of this instance of the function. External variables can be passed into and out of the function by
reference.
Program Variables
Program level variables can be seen and changed from anywhere within this instance of the program. If
you try to create a local variable that has the same name as global one, the compiler will deliberately
throw an error, avoiding any potential confusion.
Global Variables
Some variables are defined as Global. These are passed back to the Central Computer with each
radio/network update. They can then be read (but not changed) by any other program on the network.
For example:
Program SandstormDetector7 defines the Global Variable SandstormWarningActive.

14

Before you ask, I wasn’t intending on doing imaginary numbers, but if they are required then I’m sure they can
be implemented.
15
I know the US typically uses Imperial measurements, but for international collaboration metric is easier.
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Any program can read the last transmitted value of that variable by referencing
SandstormDetector7.SandstormWarningActive.

13.8 Commands
Mathematical Operators: + - * / Mod Abs() ToPower() Root()
Comparisons: < <= = > >=
Binary Operators: Not OR AND XOR Rotation
Strings Handling
Conditions: IF – Then- ElseIf – Else – EndIf
Loops: For-Next, Repeat-Until, While-WEnd
Branches: Go To16, Functions()
Execution Handling: Pause, Stop
Automation: RefreshIOBuffers, Proportional Integral Differential Control (PID), 2D and 3D Vector
functions, Signal Filtering, FFT analysis
Radio Function: SendMessageToCC, SendMessageToAll, SendMessageToProcessor
Watchdog: IsMessageReceived, GetNextMessage
Network: SendMessage, IsMessageReceived, GetNextMessage

13.9 Special Registers
There are some special registers that will be populated that allow the program to perform error
checking or to go to a known safe state for its outputs.
Division By Zero – Set when any calculation has performed a divide by zero
Out of Range – Set when any calculation has exceeded its variable range
Not a number – Set when any calculation has performed an illegal calculation (the square root of -1).
Processor MHZ Speed (Set initially by the watchdog)

13.10 Units of Measurement
When dealing with inputs and outputs in the real world, one of the many issues is the conversion
between different units of measurement. I’m not just talking about imperial to metric, but also keeping
track of which pressure transmitters are absolute and which are gauge. Collective and the smart
transmitters take all of this into account, so if you reference KJ109 within the code, internally the
program knows that it is reading the input in Pascals.
These units are retained throughout the variables. Take the following line for example that might occur
in a modern PLC language:
GreenHousePressurePAA = GreenHousePressureKPAG + AtmosphericPressurePAA
In a normal language you would get something like 600 for AtmosphericPressurePAA and 0.01 for
GreenHousePressureKPAG which would give you the incorrect value of 600.01 because you are mixing
different scale (KiloPascals and Pascals).

16

I know, people will object to this, but if you want to write efficient code it is often essential.
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With Collective, the units of measurement are held internally in the variable. So mistakes like this cannot
happen. All pressures are held internally as Pascals, all temperatures are in Kelvin, and so on. However
you can still assign them and use them with other scales.
For example: The following lines are equivalent
PressureMaxValue = 1000P
PressureMaxValue = 1KP
or
TemperatureMaxValue =273.14K
TemperatureMaxValue = 0C
To return the value in a specific scale use the following syntax
SendMessage “TMC:” + TemperatureMaxValue.C
This strong enforcement of units is one of the reasons the Collective language is important to building
solid programs.

13.11 Redundancy
By distributing I/O and variables we can easily build redundant systems without using large amounts of
hardware. For example:
If 30 systems on site need to know the current atmospheric pressure. Rather than fitting each of them
with a pressure sensor we can select four systems and give each of them a pressure sensor. By using the
global variable scope (where a microprocessors variable can be read by any other microprocessor in the
entire network) we can publish these four values to the Central Computer. The Central Computer can
vote on these four values and come up with the definitive atmospheric pressure for the whole site at
this moment in time. This can then be read (as a global variable) by any of the other microprocessors on
site.
Adding or removing to/from this voting group is easy and even if a microprocessor fails, the other units
will carry on running unaffected. This gives us the ability to build incredibly resilient designs, without
complex wiring or programming.

13.12 Mission Standard Alarm Reporting
With multiple experiments and systems on-site it makes sense to have one standard system for them all
to raise alarms and report back to the crew members. Each control system is assigned a designation as
to how critical it is from High (Life/Mission critical) to Low (A school experiment). Within each system
the programmer can assign levels of criticality to each alarm. This allows the augmented reality system
to prioritize alarms from all over the site and filter the results presented to the crew members.
Crew members can assign themselves to an alarm, so that the rest of the crew can see that the alarm is
being handled. This is especially important with the time delay. If mission control on Earth sees an alarm
come in, they do not have the luxury of real time communications to ask if any of the crew have seen it.
This way they will see that a crew member has taken on the task of tackling the alarm.
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13.13 Mission Standard Data Logging
Much like the alarm system, it makes sense to have one standard data logging method for all of the
systems on the site. This frees up each system designer from having to re-invent the wheel each time
and also makes much better use of on-site resources.
The Collective programming language allows the programmer to specify which parameters are to be
logged and at what intervals. It also allows named events to be entered into the log and different
parameters to be logged while that event is active. For example: During the startup of a large pump it
might be useful to have a rapid log of all of the parameters so that current spikes etc. can be checked,
but once the unit is running the log data might go back to once every second.
When searching through the log, an engineer can ask the computer to retrieve the last 5 “startup”
events, and because the startup events have been named, this data can be easily retrieved.
Ultimately we want to get all of this log data back to Earth. The standard DARCS logging system will
compress the data (log data can typically be very heavily compressed due to the large amounts of
repeated data), and transmit it back to Earth in packets. This again allows all experiments and systems to
piggy back off the same logging system, thereby reducing the development costs of each system and
making the most use of the resources/bandwidth.

13.14 Collective Programming Language Summary
The Collective language has a few specifics that are important for maintaining a safe environment. The
Mars Pioneers maintaining these programs will probably not be professional computer programmers.
We have aimed to make it as straightforward as possible – not win points for most advanced language.
By strongly typing the units of measurement all of the way from the sensor to the code we have reduced
one of the major causes of bugs in modern control systems.
Defining the hardware specification (including serial numbers) as part of the program reduces the risk of
incorrect software being loaded on to a processor (with unforeseen consequences).
The Tunable Parameters give the Mars crewmembers the opportunity to fine tune the control system
for each microprocessor while still keeping within the original designers specifications.
By sharing inputs, outputs and variables across the entire network we can distribute many tasks among
many simple units introducing massive redundancy without any increase in complexity.
By sharing inputs we can also maximize the usage of resources on site.
By using a standard alarm and data logging system we can again maximize the resources on site and also
help reduce the difficulty of building a new system or experiment.
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14 Appendix VII - The Central Computer
A number of times in this document I reference the Central Computer. I foresee this as a network of
desktop type computers in the habitat modules that control the communication between the DARCS
Controller Bricks via the wired mains network and via radio. Because they are going to be quite powerful
it would make sense to have them as general purpose computers that the crew can use for lots of
different things. Two would be dedicated at any time to monitoring and controlling the DARCS
Controller Bricks and logging the data from them, but the others can be used as the crew sees fit.
If one of the dedicated computers fails, control will be transferred to a new computer on the network
(preferably one not being used, but if that is not possible, then the user will be prompted to save their
work and log off).
Even a total breakdown of communications (say from a solar flare) will not jeopardize the mission or the
experiments, each DARCS Controller Brick will carry on doing its task safely until communications are
restored.
These multi-use computers would adhere to the p.c. standard and would be fully p.c. compatible, except
with a couple of design changes.





The power supply would be 24v dc and fitted with the standard power/network socket. This will
also allow the p.c. to talk directly to devices on the mains power supply network.
The BIOS self-check would be far more comprehensive. On a normal p.c. the BIOS reports an
error if the memory is missing or if the processor has failed, but if the motherboard itself fails
then it usually just gives up – which is reasonable, go spend $100 and buy a new motherboard.
On Mars however there are no spare motherboards. Therefore all of the major motherboard
components (NorthBridge/SouthBridge chips etc.) should be un-pluggable and replaceable.
If possible the design should not have any fans, but be air-tight, using heat pipes to cool the
chips. The habitat modules may end with quite a lot of fine sand in the air (due to items/space
suits) coming back into the lab. This combined with the low gravity means that sooner or later
most of it will be sucked into the computer fans.
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15 Appendix VIII – Other uses for the DARCS hardware
I have concentrated on using augmented reality to solve my problems with the DARCS control system.
But if we are implementing this system, it is worth examining what other benefits could be derived from
the DARCS technology/hardware. These benefits would not cost anymore to implement because the
equipment is going to Mars anyway for DARCS.

15.1 Location Mapping without GPS
Within the Mars base, each of the DARCS microprocessors is capable of transmitting a Wi-Fi signal. By
setting a number of these up around the base the relative strength of each signal could be measured to
provide a fairly accurate location tracking system.

15.2 Augmented Reality Entertainment
The HoloLens visors can be used to simulate a large movie screen (without the weight or the space
requirements). Apart from the obvious health benefits of stress relief, because the HoloLens produces
an individual image for each eye, the wearer’s eyes will focus separately as if the screen was say 10
meters in front of them. This should help to offset the problems of constant short range focusing
experienced by astronauts and submariners.

15.3 Preview of 3-D Printer Objects
Before an item is printed on the 3-D printer (using valuable resources), the augmented reality display
can be used to show the user a virtual reality copy of the item. This would allow them to verify that it is
the right size etc. before committing to the construction.

15.4 Family Immersion
It would not take much to build a room which would record a group of people in 3-D and map their
likeness over the 3-D skins. You could then have friends and family sit in this room around an empty
chair and chat to the astronaut. Of course, it would be a one way conversation, but they can fill the
astronaut in with all of their news, chat among themselves etc. This could then be compiled into a
program and sent to the Space Ship / Mars Base. The astronaut would load it into their HoloLens visor
and run the program. They would feel that they were back among their family and friends even if for a
short while.

15.5 Tool Location
We mentioned earlier that tools could also have unique 2-D barcodes to help identify them when being
used in procedures or work orders. We also know that the HoloLens is constantly looking out for
barcodes to read, so even if a particular tool is not the focus of the job in hand, the DARCS system has
identified when it was last seen. Therefore, if a crew member asks DARCS where his sonic screwdriver is,
DARCS should be able to give a pretty good answer as to where it was last seen.
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15.6 Diet Tracking
If each food pack has its own barcode which is revealed once the packet is opened, then each time the
astronaut opens a food packet, the system can log the dietary value of that food pack to that astronaut
and also update the inventory of food. While it will not be 100% accurate it will allow dietitians back at
mission control to verify that each astronaut is getting the required nutrients and also to ensure that the
food supplies are not being diminished too rapidly.

15.7 Better Microwaving
Okay, I admit this is starting to get a bit weird, but I included it to show how we can integrate systems
easily. If we have a DARCS controller Brick in each microwave and a 2-D barcode on each food packet.
Then as soon as a HoloLens detects both the food packet barcode and the microwave DARCS controller
in the same frame it can automatically program the microwave for that particular food packet. All the
astronaut needs to do is put the food pack in and press start. This would also allow for fairly complex
microwaving programs to get the best out of the food. For example: Microwave on half power for 52
seconds to defrost, then Microwave on full power for 47 seconds, then let stand for one minute before
announcing it’s ready. This is the perfect example of the sort of system that could still be implemented
after the ships have launched and are on their way to Mars using the flexibility of the DARCS controllers.

15.8 System Wide Power Management
In the event of base wide power loss it might be useful to implement a couple of different levels of
power saving commands which can be sent to the DARCS controllers. The lowest level would limit power
usage by just having systems do the minimum to keep running. The next level would shut down all nonessential services and experiments. The highest level would shut down all but the most critical systems.
The Central Computer always maintains a record of how much charge is available in which DARCS
batteries and which Solar Panels are working efficiently. This would allow crew members to gather these
resources and use them to power life-support and communications.

15.9 Calibration Verification
Whenever a crew member picks up a tool, the HoloLens can use the 2-D barcode engraved on it to check
and see whether it has up to date calibration records. If it does not, then this will be flagged to the user.
This is important, as any work done with an un-calibrated tool may have to be rechecked later –
needlessly increasing the workload on the crew.

16 Appendix IX – References
Qualcomm Vuforia Augmented Reality SDK - www.qualcomm.com/products/vuforia
Microsoft HoloLens - www.microsoft.com/microsoft-hololens/en-us
Oculus Rift Virtual Reality Headset - www.oculus.com
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